The causative agent of African sleeping sickness, Trypanosoma brucei, undergoes an unusual mitochondrial RNA editing process that is essential for its survival. RNA editing terminal uridylyl transferase 2 of T. brucei (TbRET2) is an indispensable component of the editosome machinery that performs this editing. TbRET2 is required to maintain the vitality of both the insect and bloodstream forms of the parasite, and, with its high-resolution crystal structure, it poses as a promising pharmaceutical target. Neither the exclusive requirement of UTP for catalysis, nor the RNA primer preference of TbRET2 is well understood. Using all-atom explicitly solvated molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we investigated the effect of UTP binding on TbRET2 structure and dynamics, as well as the determinants governing TbRET2's exclusive UTP preference. Through our investigations of various nucleoside triphosphate substrates (NTPs), we show that UTP pre-organizes the binding site through an extensive water-mediated H-bonding network, bringing Glu424 and Arg144 sidechains to an optimum position for RNA primer binding. In contrast, CTP and ATP cannot achieve this pre-organization and thus preclude productive RNA primer binding. Additionally, we have located ligand-binding "hot spots" of TbRET2 based on the MD conformational ensembles and computational fragment mapping. TbRET2 reveals different binding pockets in the apo and UTP-bound MD simulations, which could be targeted for inhibitor design.
Introduction
Trypanosoma brucei is the causative agent of African sleeping sickness, a devastating disease threatening millions of people in Africa. 1 The disease is uniformly fatal if untreated. Currently, pentamidine and suramin are used to treat the first stage, and melarsoprol and eflornithine are used to treat the second stage of the disease. 2, 3 The available drugs for the disease are inadequate and have many serious side effects including death, thus, there is an immediate need for novel drugs.
T. brucei is a member of the order Kinetoplastida, which has unusual mitochondrial DNA called "kDNA" in the form of maxicircles and minicircles. 4, 5 Maxicircle DNA encodes mitochondrial rRNAs as well as oxidative phosphorylation system proteins. 4, 5 However, most of the pre-edited mRNAs encoded by maxicircle DNA require post-transcriptional editing to become mature functional mRNAs that can successfully produce mitochondrial proteins suitable for the current life-cycle stage. 4, 5 The sequence of pre-edited mRNAs is modified by a multi-protein machinery called "the editosome" using guide RNAs (gRNA) encoded by the minicircles as a template. 4, 5 At the points of mismatch between the gRNAs and pre-mRNAs, uridine nucleotides (U) are either inserted to or deleted from the premRNAs, and this process could be repeated multiple times using different gRNAs until a mature RNA forms. 4, 5 RNA editing is shown to be essential to sustain viability of both the insect and the bloodstream forms of T. brucei. 5 The T. brucei editosome is a dynamic, heterogenous assembly consisting of approximately 20 proteins. Although the individual components are characterized at different levels, much of their architecture and organization is not known. According to the current data available, the editosome is functionally and physically organized into two separate subcomplexes that are responsible for insertion editing and deletion editing. 4, 5, 6 Within the editosome, editing starts with endonuclease cleavage of the pre-edited mRNA transcripts at the mismatch point between the RNA duplex of gRNA and pre-edited mRNA. This step is followed by either deletion by an exonuclease or U insertion by a terminal uridylyl transferase (TUTase). Finally, the cleavage products are joined by an RNA ligase.
RNA editing terminal uridylyl transferase (TUTase) 2 of T. brucei (TbRET2) is a 57 kDa monomeric protein and is one of the indispensable components of the editosome. 7 Although there are multiple endonucleases, exonucleases and RNA ligases in the editosome, TbRET2 is the only enzyme that has the terminal uridylyl transferase function. 8 The enzyme consists of three domains: the N-terminal domain (NTD), the C-terminal domain (CTD) and the middle domain. The binding site lies at the bottom of a deep cleft dividing NTD and CTD. The crystal structure of UTP-bound TbRET2 demonstrates a large binding site that interacts with the uridine portion of UTP mostly through water-mediated hydrogen bonds. 9 Thus, it is still of interest how the enzyme exclusively prefers UTP among various nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) for catalysis.
TbRET2 catalyzes the addition of a single U if the RNA substrate is single-stranded. In the case of a double-stranded RNA substrate, the enzyme adds as many Us as specified by the gRNAs. 7 The mechanism of this U addition is thought to be a two-metal ion mechanism that is characteristic of all polymerases. 9, 10 In a two-metal ion mechanism, the 3′-hydroxyl group of the RNA primer attacks the α-phosphate of UTP and releases pyrophosphate without forming a covalent intermediate. A metal cation (metal cation A) will facilitate this reaction by lowering the affinity of 3′-hydroxyl for hydrogen, while the second metal cation (metal cation B) helps to stabilize the pyrophosphate leaving group. In the UTP-bound TbRET2 crystal structure, only one single metal cation that corresponds to metal cation B is unambiguously resolved. 9 This is similar to the case of the minimal terminal uridylyl transferase, TbTUT4, crystal structures, in which only one single metal cation (metal cation B) is observed in UTP/CTP-bound TbTUT4. In contrast, two metal cations are observed in ATP/GTP-bound TbTUT4, as well as the ternary complex of the enzyme with RNA primer and UTP. 11 TbRET2 is reported to be essential for the survival of both the insect 12 and the bloodstream stages 9 of the pathogen. A family of seven putative TUTases with remote sequence similarity to TbRET2 is identified among the human host proteins 131415161718 . Only several of these, namely human TUTase4, U6 snRNA-specific TUTase (a.k.a. TUTase6), TUTase1 and TUTase7, are biochemically characterized, though further biochemical studies are needed for these enzymes and the rest of the family to achieve a detailed understanding of this enzyme family. It is not yet possible to assess how similar the human TUTases are structurally to TbRET2 due to the lack of experimental structural information. 13, 19, 20 The only human enzyme that has TUTase activity and an available crystal structure is PAPD1 (a.k.a. human TUTase1) (PdbID:3PQ1). 18 Despite less than 20% sequence identity 18 PAPD1 shares the overall protein folds of the NTD and CTD domains of TbRET2 as well as the position and identity of the catalytic residues. However, there are still noticeable sequence and structural differences between the two proteins in the binding site; moreover, some parts of the PAPD1 binding site not resolved in the crystal structure may accommodate more differences. 9 The recently elucidated high-resolution crystal structure of TbRET2 in apo and UTP-bound forms, and the lack of a closely homologous human enzyme, make TbRET2 a prominent system for structure-based inhibitor design studies to target the T. brucei pathogens. 9 Richness of available data on the minimal terminal uridylyl transferase, TbTUT4, which has a root-mean-square-deviation (for the common domains with TbRET2) as low as 1.60 Å, despite having only 30% sequence identity, is also an asset. 20 In this work, we aim to provide insight into the dynamics of TbRET2 and its specificity determinants for UTP through multi-copy all-atom explicitly solvated molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the enzyme both with and without its native substrate. The MD-generated trajectories of TbRET2 are analyzed for variations in ligand-binding hot spots, electrostatics, binding pocket conformations and volumes.
Materials and Methods

System Preparation for TbRET2
Four systems were simulated for TbRET2: the apo form, and UTP-, CTP-, and ATP-bound forms (Table S1 ). The initial structural coordinates of apo and UTP-bound forms of TbRET2 were obtained from Protein Data Bank 2B4V and 2B51, respectively. 9 The missing residues in the apo crystal structure (residues 308-312, and 472-473) were modeled by superimposition with the UTP-bound TbRET2 crystal structure. CTP-bound TbRET2 structure was modeled simply by modifying the ligand in the UTP-bound TbRET2 crystal structure. ATP-bound TbRET2 structure was modeled using ATP-bound TbTUT4 crystal structure (PdbID:2Q0D) as a template. The selenomethionines used for crystal structure refinement in the apo TbRET2 were replaced with methionines. If there were multiple conformations for a residue, the A conformers were adopted. The crystallographic waters were retained and the catalytic manganese ion in PdbID:2B51 was replaced by a magnesium ion. A second magnesium was added while modeling the ATP-bound TbRET2 system (by replacing Wat828 based on superimposition of TbRET2 with TbTUT4, a homologous enzyme) because 2 catalytic metal cations were observed in ATP-bound TbTUT4 crystal structure (PdbID:2Q0D), 11 while only a single catalytic metal cation was observed in UTPbound TbTUT4 crystal structure (PdbID:2IKF). 20 The residues were checked whether the side chains needed flipping using the Molprobity web server. 21 The histidine protonation states were determined using the Whatif Web Interface 22 and manually verified. UTP and CTP parameters were generated with the Antechamber module of Amber10 23 using the Generalized Amber Force Field (GAFF) 24, 25 with RESP HF 6-31G* charges, and manually compared with ATP/GTP parameters of Carlson et al. 26 Then, the torsional and angle parameters for the triphosphate tail of UTP and CTP were modified to adopt the triphosphate parameters by Carlson et al. ATP/GTP parameters were obtained from Carlson et al. 26 The Leap module of Amber10 was used to add the missing atoms including hydrogens. Each system was then solvated in a TIP3P 27 water box forming a 10 Å buffer between the protein and the periodic boundary. Chloride ions were added to each system for neutralization. Amber FF99SB force field 28 was used to construct the topology files for each of the sytems. The final systems consisted of 63950, 65384, 65385 and 65387 atoms for the apo, UTP-bound, CTP-bound and ATP-bound TbRET2 systems, respectively.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
A total of 26,000 steps of energy minimization were carried out to remove artificial contacts and relax the systems. Only the hydrogen atoms were relaxed in the first 2,000 steps of minimization having all other atoms fixed. In the second 2,000 steps, all water atoms and ions were relaxed in addition to the hydrogen atoms. And in the following 2,000 steps, all atoms were relaxed while the backbone atoms are held fixed. In the last 20,000 steps, the entire system was relaxed.
The initial one-nanosecond-long molecular dynamics simulation at 310 K was carried out as constrained molecular dynamics to prevent artificial structural effects due to introducing kinetic energy to the system. For this purpose, positional restraints were used for the heavy atoms of the protein backbone and the ligand, and were decreased from 4.0 to 1.0 kcal/(mol * Å 2 ) in four consecutive steps that were 250-picosecond-long molecular dynamics simulation each.
Following the constrained dynamics, unconstrained molecular dynamics were carried out for 50 nanoseconds with a time step of 1 femtoseconds. Temperature was maintained by Langevin dynamics at 310 K with a collision frequency of 5 ps −1 , and the pressure was maintained at 1 atm by the Nose Hoover-Langevin piston method 29, 30 using period and decay times of 100 and 50 femtoseconds, respectively. The long-range electrostatics was treated by the Particle Mesh Ewald method. 31 The interatomic distances within water molecules were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm. 32, 33 A multiple-time step algorithm was employed, in which bonded interactions were computed at every time step, short-range non-bonded interactions were computed at every 2 time steps, and full electrostatics was computed at every 4 time steps. All minimizations and molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the highly parallelized NAMD2.7 34 on the Teragrid XSEDE Ranger cluster. The simulations scaled as 7.1 ns per day using 128 processors.
The analysis was performed on 10,000 snapshots that were extracted from the two copies of 50-ns trajectories of apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 with regular 10 ps intervals. 5,000 snapshots again with regular 10 ps intervals were analyzed for CTP-bound and ATP-bound TbRET2 systems. Conformational clustering was performed using the GROMOS algorithm 35, 36, 37 with GROMACS4.0.5 analysis software. 38 The snapshots in the MD trajectory were superimposed with respect to all Cα atoms to remove overall translation and rotation, then clustered at various RMSD cutoff values based on atomic coordinates of the active site. Eventually, RMSD cutoffs of 1.75 Å and 1.55 Å were chosen for the apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 ensembles, respectively. The active site was defined here as all atoms of residues that have at least one atom in 10 Å vicinity of UTP in PdbID:2B51 which correspond to residues 21, 22, 27, 31, 52-72, 74, 79, 111, 114-118, 120, 235-253, 256, 267, 268, 270-275, 281, 283, 286-294, 297, 314, 317, 320, 324, 361, 390-395, 402-407. In each cluster, the structure that has the smallest average RMSD to all of the other structures in the cluster was selected as the cluster centroid, or cluster representative structure. H-bond analysis was performed with HBonanza program 39 using a hydrogen bond distance cutoff of 3.0 Å and a hydrogen bond angle cutoff of 30°.
Computational Fragment Mapping
To identify druggable sites of the TbRET2 enzyme, we performed computational fragment mapping using the FTMap program (http://ftmap.bu.edu). 40 This method is similar to the X-ray crystallography-based technique called Multiple Solvent Crystal Structures (MSCS) that is based on resolving the crystal structures of a particular protein in aqueous solutions with different organic solvent molecules. 41 The FTMap program utilizes 16 solvent probe molecules to identify and rank the most favorable binding sites energetically. To achieve this, FTMap initially performs rigid body docking of probe molecules with a fast Fourier transform method; then minimizes and rescores the docked poses, and clusters them for each probe using a simple greedy algorithm; finally locates the consensus sites of binding sites identified by all probes. Using the FTMap program, we located consensus binding sites on the TbRET2 crystal structure PdbID:2B51 as well as the 3 most-populated cluster representatives obtained from the apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 MD trajectories. The populations of the most-populated three clusters add up to 71.16% and 69.95% of the entire apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 trajectories, respectively.
Ensemble-Averaged Electrostatics
The ensemble-averaged electrostatic potential of TbRET2 was calculated using 10,000 frames of the UTP-bound TbRET2 trajectory (extracted at regular 10 ps intervals) as well as using only the UTP-bound crystal structure. For this purpose, a new VMD 42 plugin called DelEnsembleElec 43 interfacing with DelPhi 44, 45 , a numerical Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation solving suite, was utilized. The electrostatic potential was calculated on a 111×111×111 static grid with an interior dielectric constant of 1, an exterior dielectric constant of 80 and at 0 salt concentration. The grid scale was set to 1.0 Å and the probe radius defining the dielectric boundary was 1.4 Å. The convergence was achieved once the change of potential decreased below 0.0001 kT/e.
Binding Pocket Volumes
The volume of each frame in the MD trajectories was measured using POVME, 46 a pocket volume measuring algorithm. A single inclusion sphere that encompasses the TbRET2 binding cleft was used to measure the pocket volume. The same inclusion sphere was used for all systems after superimposing the first frames of the trajectories. POVME algorithm computes the pocket volume by subtracting the volume occupied by the protein atoms in each frame from the inclusion sphere volume.
MM-GB/PBSA Binding Energy Calculations
Binding affinities of TbRET2 were calculated for each of UTP (2 copies), CTP and ATP using 500 frames (with regular 200 ps intervals) of each MD trajectory. The MM-PBSA (python version) program in AmberTools1.5 47 was used for this purpose using a single trajectory approach. Although there were two Mg +2 ions in ATP-bound TbRET2 MD simulations, only one Mg +2 ion was used in the calculations to be comparable to the other NTP-bound TbRET2 binding energy calculations. In addition, the binding energy values using two Mg +2 were calculated for comparison. The Mg +2 ion was considered to be part of the receptor and only the NTP molecule was considered to be the ligand. No water molecules were included in computations. The gas phase protein-ligand interaction energy that consists of electrostatic and van der Waals components was computed using the force field parameters in the topology files. The electrostatic solvation energy in the MM-PBSA calculations was computed at a solute dielectric constant of 1 and an exterior dielectric constant of 80 using the program's internal PB solver, the force field radii, a grid spacing of 0.5 Å and a probe radius of 1.4 Å. The electrostatic solvation energy in the MM-GBSA calculations was calculated using a solute dielectric constant of 1 and an exterior dielectric constant of 80, mbondi2 radii and the GB OBC2 model. 48 The nonpolar solvation energy was computed using the LCPO method. 49 No entropic contribution was calculated due to its high computational cost and convergence issues; furthermore, similar entropic contributions are
Results and Discussion
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
We investigated the dynamical properties of TbRET2 in its apo and NTP-bound forms using all-atom molecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent at 1 atm and 310 K for each system. Two copies of 50 ns MD simulations for each of apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 systems were performed as well as one copy of 50 ns MD simulation for each of ATP-bound and CTP-bound TbRET2 systems (Table S1 in the Supporting Material). The time evolution of the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of Cα atoms of the apo and ligand-bound forms of TbRET2 presented in Figure S1 shows that the simulations are stable.
Ensemble-averaged Electrostatics
The ensemble-averaged electrostatic potential was computed for the UTP-bound TbRET2 trajectory as well as the crystal structure ( Figure S2 ). The ensemble-averaged electrostatic potential demonstrates a more uniform and pronounced positive electrostatic patches at the periphery of the binding cleft compared to that of the crystal structure, which may serve to attract the RNA.
UTP-TbRET2 Interaction Analysis
UTP retains the binding pose observed in the crystal structure PdbID:2B51 throughout the MD simulations reflected by the time evolution of the root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) of the UTP heavy atoms ( Figure S3 ). The interactions of UTP with TbRET2 in the MD simulations are analyzed here by dividing them into three subsets; the interactions of UTP in the nucleotide base, the ribose and the triphosphate regions. The atom-naming map of UTP is provided in Figure S4 .
In the triphosphate region, Mg +2 cation retains an octahedral coordination. One oxygen atom from each of Asp97 carboxylate, Asp99 carboxylate of TbRET2, and α-phosphate, β-phosphate, γ-phosphate of UTP, and a water molecule form the coordination sphere of the Mg +2 cation. The water molecule H-bonded to the metal cation (Wat525 in PdbID:2B51) does not exchange with the bulk water in either of the two 50-ns MD simulations (average distance between O atom water and the metal cation: 2.07 ± 0.07 Å). The γ-phosphate has persistent H-bonding interactions with Lys300, Lys304 and Ser318 side chains, the last one being the most persistent interaction of all (Table 3) . The H-bonding interaction between Ser96 side chain and γ-phosphate observed in the crystal structure is persistent for only about 37% of the simulation time overall (Table 3) although the lifetime of the interaction can be as long as 10 ns. The α-phosphate and β-phosphate of UTP are not involved in any direct interactions with the protein, and their only interactions are with the water molecules and the metal cation.
In the ribose region of UTP, residues Asn277 and Ser278 are the only two residues, which directly interact with the nucleotide substrate. Ser278 accepts a H-bond from the 3′ OH group, and simultaneously donates a hydrogen bond to the 2′ OH group of UTP's ribose but these interactions persist for only 28% and 4% of the simulation time, respectively (Table  3) . Unlike Ser278, Asn277 forms a persistent hydrogen bond between its side chain carbonyl group and the 2′ OH group of the UTP ribose (Table 3 ). Ser278 side chain also participates in persistent hydrogen bond interactions with two glycine backbone atoms (Gly274 and Gly84), which together constrain it to the optimum position to interact with the ribose of UTP. Based on their interactions with the 2′ OH group of UTP, Asn277 and Ser278 appear to be the key residues for TbRET2 in discriminating between UTP and dUTP.
In the nucleotide base region, the essential stacking interaction with Tyr319 phenol ring is persistently observed over the entire simulation. The only direct interaction observed between the protein and the nucleotide base region of UTP is the one between Asn277 side chain amino group and the O2 of the UTP nucleotide base (average distance: 2.88 ± 0.14 Å). Also, we observed a water molecule that interacts with N3 of the UTP nucleotide base, as well as with the Asp421 and Glu424 side chains. This water molecule was suggested by Deng et al 50 to have a role in TbRET2's ability to discriminate UTP from CTP. In the MD simulations, this water molecule frequently exchanged with the bulk water, however, its position was conserved. Additionally, the O4 atom of UTP nucleotide base forms a watermediated hydrogen bonding interaction with the Arg435 guanidinium group.
Ligand-binding Hot Spots in TbRET2
The computational fragment mapping technique identifies and ranks the most favorable binding sites of a protein using small molecule probes. FTMap and its predecessor CSMap 51 have been shown to successfully identify consensus sites that correlate strongly with ligand binding hot spots identified by experimental methods. 40, 52, 53 We used the FTMap program to locate consensus binding sites on the TbRET2 crystal structure PdbID:2B51 as well as the 3 most-populated cluster representatives obtained from the apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 MD trajectories (Figure 1 ).
X-ray crystallization studies showed that at low UTP concentrations, a single UTP binds to TbRET2 at the bottom of the deep binding cleft (site A). 9 At high UTP concentrations or at high concentrations of UMP in addition to low concentration of UTP, two additional sites, site B (which is at the periphery of the deep binding cleft) and site C (which is distinct and far outside the deep binding cleft), are ligated with either UTP or UMP. 9 Computational fragment mapping successfully locates the UTP binding site A, the uridine part of the UTP binding site B, and the RNA primer binding site in all three cases: using the crystal structure, the apo TbRET2 MD structures and the UTP-bound TbRET2 MD structures. Site A found by FTMap using the apo TbRET2 MD structures extends further into the region that became available due to conformational motion of Tyr319. Additionally, a consensus site is located (and ranked high and even as the best binding site in some cases) in all cases in the deep polar pocket right next to the β-phosphate of UTP (Figure 2) .
A consensus site in the pocket formed by Asp97, Asp99 and Asp267 (Figure 3e ) is located only in the apo TbRET2 MD structures. In addition, a consensus binding site in the vicinity of Site C is found only in the UTP-bound TbRET2 trajectories.
Role of Water Molecules in the Binding Site
All crystallographic water molecules were retained in our simulations and the dynamics of deeply buried water molecules in the active site are of interest for inhibitor design purposes. The water numbering in PdbID: 2B51 will be adopted here.
The three crystallographic waters, Wat519, Wat521 and Wat528, lie in a deep polar pocket right next to the β-phosphate of UTP in PdbID: 2B51 structure (Figure 2 ). During the UTPbound TbRET2 MD simulations, the presence of UTP hinders the exit of water molecules from this pocket, preventing their exchange with the bulk solvent -although the water molecules do exchange position with each other. One of these water molecules interacts with both the UTP's ribose 2′ OH group and the β-phosphate. There is only one extra water molecule that enters and remains in this pocket in the final 18 ns of one copy of the 50-ns MD simulations. This polar pocket is identified by the FTMap program to be the most favorable binding site in TbRET2 (using the crystal structure as well as the most-populated 1 st and 3 rd cluster representative structures of UTP-bound TbRET2 simulations), and thus we propose it could be utilized for inhibitor design.
Effect of UTP Binding on the Dynamics of TbRET2
All atoms of the active site, which are defined here to be all residues that have at least one atom within a 10 Å vicinity of UTP in the initial crystal structure, are used to cluster the snapshots of each system obtained from the MD simulations. The number of clusters at the same RMSD cutoff values for apo and UTP-bound TbRET2 MD simulations differ significantly reflecting the reduced flexibility in TbRET2 active site upon UTP binding ( Table 1 ).
The organization and stabilization provided by UTP binding is also reflected in the time evolution of calculated binding cleft volume during the MD simulations. The volume of the TbRET2 binding cleft is stable in the UTP-bound TbRET2 MD simulations unlike the apo or other NTP-bound TbRET2 MD simulations ( Figure S5 ). The standard deviation of the binding cleft volume calculated for the UTP-bound TbRET2 simulations are the lowest among all (Table S2) .
To understand the effect of UTP binding on TbRET2 dynamics, the difference between Cα root-mean-square-fluctuation (RMSF) of the UTP-bound TbRET2 MD trajectory and that of the apo MD trajectory is calculated for each residue. Remarkably, the peripheral loop that extends from residue 308 to residue 315 shows the largest difference upon UTP binding and is much more flexible in the apo TbRET2 simulations (Figure 4 ). The terminal turn of neighboring α20 (residues 440 to 443) also demonstrates a similar trend. This observation is in line with the fact that the residues 308 to 312 could not be resolved in the apo TbRET2 crystal structure (PdbID:2B4V), unlike the case in the UTP-bound crystal structure (PdbID: 2B51). In the UTP-bound TbRET2 crystal structures (PdbID:2B51 and PdbID:2B56), an additional UTP or UMP molecule binds exactly at this loop (called "site B" in Deng et al 9 ), interacting with Ser312, Gly313, Ala314, Met315 as well as residues Arg144, Arg435 and His436, which reside on neighboring loops. Interaction of these residues with a UTP or UMP molecule may stabilize this flexible loop, facilitating the x-ray crystallization of the UTP-bound TbRET2 structure. Based on its location, being bound to a UTP/UMP molecule in the crystal structures, and its remarkable flexibility in the simulations, this peripheral loop is a good candidate to play a role in RNA primer binding.
The RMSF difference analysis also shows that UTP binding increases the flexibility of residues 210, 212 and 244 that lie on peripheral loops of the TbRET2 middle domain. It has been shown recently that TbRET2 integrates into the RNA editing core complex (RECC) of the editosome via interaction of the TbRET2 middle domain with the structural protein MP81. 54 These residues that demonstrate the largest RMSF difference in the middle domain may participate in interdomain signaling between TbRET2 and the RECC in the presence of UTP. Additionally, UTP binding destabilizes residues 399 and 427 (Figure 4) , which are at the periphery of the UTP binding site of TbRET2.
Remarkable Conformational Change Observed in Apo TbRET2 Active Site
In one of the two copies of the 50-ns MD simulations of apo TbRET2, a significant conformational change occurs at around 20 ns and persists for approximately 15 ns before the active site returns back to its initial conformation (in total, this new conformation accounts for 38% of the trajectory). This conformation is also sampled for short periods of time in the other MD copy, representing a total of 28% of the trajectory. In this new conformation, the side chain of Tyr319, which provides the main hydrophobic contact with the nucleotide base of UTP, swings into the active site changing the χ1 dihedral angle of Tyr319 from −180° up to −120° in the apo system. This motion opens up a small pocket adjacent to the UTP binding site, which is surrounded by Asn277, Asp421 and Leu433 (Figure 3a, b and c) . This pocket opening is not seen in the presence of UTP because the interactions between the nucleotide base and the protein confine Tyr319 side chain into one conformation and a persistent hydrogen bond is observed between the side chains of Tyr319 and Asp421.
In addition, the side chain of catalytic Asp99 moves by changing χ1 from −80° to −170°, sampling this conformation for about 96% of the simulation time. This conformational motion widens a second small pocket surrounded by Ser85, Met92, Ser96, Asp97 and Asp99 during the simulations (Figure 3, d and e) . This pocket is adjacent to where the triphosphate tail of UTP binds and Asp99 and Asp97 side chains are both coordinated to the divalent metal cation in the UTP-bound state. In the apo TbRET2 crystal structure, no divalent metal cation is observed and the electron density required double conformations to be modeled for all three aspartic acid side chains, Asp97, Asp99 and Asp267. A strategy targeting a unique inactive conformation of an enzyme proved to be very successful in the discovery of the FDA-approved cancer drug Gleevec that inhibits Abelson tyrosine kinase. 55, 56 We propose that this alternative, predominant conformation sampled in the MD could be an inactive conformation of TbRET2 useful in a similar drug design strategy. To assist the rational design of inhibitors against the inactive form of TbRET2, the structure of TbRET2 with the reorganized active site is provided in the Supporting Material.
Both of these structural rearrangements are observed in the most-populated cluster representative structure when the apo TbRET2 MD ensemble is clustered using the GROMOS clustering algorithm at 1.75 Å RMSD cutoff. Using FTMap on this mostpopulated representative structure, the first new pocket around Tyr319 and the second new pocket around Asp99 are ranked to be the 3 rd and 4 th most favorable binding sites in this conformation of TbRET2, respectively. Based on the fragment solvent mapping results, both pockets can accommodate hydrophobic and polar solvent molecules alike.
Nucleic acid specificity of TbRET2 revealed in NTP-bound MD simulations
Although residual catalytic activity is observed with CTP, ATP and GTP in other TUTases, such as TbTUT4, 11 TbRET2 strictly requires UTP for catalytic activity. 57 Among different NTPs, the only substrate that could be entirely resolved in ligand-bound TbRET2 crystal structures is UTP. 9 Although all four NTPs were bound to TbRET2 in the crystals, CTP, ATP and GTP did not have clearly defined electron densities except for the triphosphate tails. In addition, no crystal structure of the ternary complex of TbRET2 with UTP and RNA primer is yet available. The minimal TUTase of T. brucei, TbTUT4, is very similar to TbRET2 and a wealth of information including all NTP-bound crystal structures as well as pre-reaction ternary complex (PdbID:2Q0F) and pro-reaction complex (PdbID:2Q0G) crystal structures of TbTUT4 11 provide valuable insights for TbRET2. Still, due to the lack of direct evidence from crystal structures, the determinants of exclusive nucleic acid specificity of TbRET2 are not well understood.
The experimental binding constants of different NTPs to TbRET2 are not available in the literature. MM-PBSA and MM-GBSA methods can estimate binding free energies of ligands by combining molecular mechanics calculations and either Poisson Boltzmann (PB) or Generalized Born (GB) surface area (SA) implicit solvent models, respectively. Based on the MD simulations of TbRET2, the MM-PBSA method predicts that UTP binding is approximately 8 kcal/mol more favorable than CTP binding (Table S3 ). The MM-GBSA scheme differs from the MM-PBSA method in that it utilizes an approximation to solving the finite-difference Poisson Boltzmann to compute the polar component of the solvation free energy. Although its performance can be quite good, in this case, MM-GBSA appears to be less accurate, predicting a much larger difference of 23 kcal/mol. Unfortunately, the presence of a second metal cation in ATP-bound TbRET2 simulations prevents us from obtaining a comparable relative binding energy for ATP. When only a single metal cation (metal cation B) was included in the calculations, the resulting binding energy was highly unfavorable compared to other NTPs due to the proximity of the negatively charged residues brought together by metal cation A in the simulations. When both metal cations were included in the calculations, the resulting binding energy became highly favorable compared to others due to the strong interactions of two metal cations with the negatively charged residues in the surrounding area. Thus, neither calculation is able to provide a one-to-one comparable binding energy value for ATP and the other nucleotides.
The nucleic acid specificity of TbRET2 observed experimentally is reflected also in the dynamics of the NTP-bound TbRET2 systems. The average heavy-atom RMSD of the NTP ligands with respect to the initial conformation are measured after aligning the trajectories with respect to all Cα atoms of TbRET2 ( Figure S3 ). The average RMSD values in both copies of the UTP-bound TbRET2 simulations are significantly lower compared to the CTPbound and especially the ATP-bound systems (Table 2) . Unlike other NTP-bound TbRET2 systems, the nucleotide base of ATP samples conformations that would interfere with the RNA primer binding. This motion, reflected in Figure S6 , demonstrates the time evolution of the distance between the geometric centers of aromatic rings of NTP and Tyr319 and the angle between the two aromatic ring planes.
Due to the large TbRET2 binding site and the lack of direct enzyme-ligand interactions exhibited in the crystal structures, the exclusive UTP specificity of TbRET2 for catalysis remains an outstanding question. In our MD simulations, the binding poses of all three NTPs overlapped perfectly ( Figure S7 ). However, a detailed analysis of the trajectories reveals that an exquisite water-mediated hydrogen-bonding network likely provides the nucleic acid specificity of TbRET2. In the UTP-bound TbRET2 systems, uridine interacts with Asp421, Glu424 and Arg435 side chains via water-mediated hydrogen bonds. The contribution of the water-mediated interaction of Arg435 decreases from 69.05% in UTP-bound MD trajectory to 39.00% in CTP-bound MD simulation, and finally to 27.12% in ATP-bound MD trajectory ( Figure 5 ). Glu-424 is locked into position by two water-mediated interactions with uridine (Figure 5a ). One of them is a water-mediated interaction between Glu424 side chain and the O2 atom of UTP, and is sampled 77.04% of the MD trajectory. Glu424 side chain has a second water-mediated interaction with the N3 atom of UTP as well as Asp421 side chain which is sampled 90.25% of the MD trajectory. Interestingly, the Glu424 side chain does not have similar water-mediated interactions with cytidine in CTP-bound TbRET2 system. Instead, Glu424 interacts with the Arg144 side chain after a conformational rearrangement (Figure 5b ). Due to this conformational motion, the O2 atom of CTP interacts with the water molecules around in the active site rather than a specific water-mediated interaction with a TbRET2 residue (which is sampled only 0.99% of the MD trajectory). Due to the conformational motion of Glu424 as well as the difference in hydrogen-bonding properties of CTP compared to UTP, the N3 atom of CTP interacts only with the Asp421 side chain via a water-mediated interaction sampled for 96.38% of the MD trajectory. In the ATP-bound TbRET2 system, the situation is more pronounced since both the Glu424 and Arg144 side chains move away from the binding cleft towards bulk solvent, and none of the persistent water-mediated interactions observed in other NTPs between the nucleotide base and the protein exist (Figure 5c ). Still, a similar water-mediated interaction is sampled between a nitrogen atom of ATP and Asp421 side chain in 67.22% of the MD trajectory. Based on the crystal structure of the homolog TbTUT4 ternary complex, Glu424 and Arg144 in TbRET2 are among the residues that would interact with the RNA primer's terminal nucleotide and favor ATP energetically compared to other NTPs. 11 Thus, the reason for TbRET2's exclusive UTP preference for catalysis appears to be that only UTP, with its high binding affinity, is able pre-organize the binding site for productive RNA primer binding. Mutations of Arg144 and Arg435, which are conserved in all trypanosomal TUTases, each abolish enzymatic activity of TbRET2 both in vitro and in vivo, 58 supporting the idea that both residues are essential for TbRET2 due to their role in intricately positioning UTP as well as the RNA primer.
Conclusions
All-atom molecular dynamics simulations of different NTP-bound TbRET2 systems revealed valuable insights on the determinants of NTP specificity of the enzyme. UTP constructs an exquisite water-mediated interaction network with the residues surrounding uridine, constraining Glu424 in an optimum position for RNA primer binding. Based on the crystal structures of the TbTUT4 ternary complex, Glu424 and Arg144 in TbRET2 would interact with the terminal nucleotide of the RNA primer. However, the hydrogen-bonding network formed by CTP or ATP in the TbRET2 binding site cannot orient Glu424 similarly and hence is likely to fail productive RNA primer binding. Additionally, "hot spots" of TbRET2 are identified for the apo and UTP-bound structural ensembles using computational fragment mapping. Several binding sites that are not observed in crystal structures are revealed during the MD simulations and may be targeted for inhibitor design.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Consensus sites identified by computational fragment mapping. (a) Consensus sites identified by mapping 3 UTP-bound MD structures are shown altogether in lime with balland-stick representation. (b) Consensus sites identified by mapping 3 apo MD structures are shown altogether in magenta in ball-and-stick representation. Consensus sites identified by mapping X-ray crystal structure PdbID:2B51 are shown in orange with ball-and-stick representation. Mapping results for both the apo and UTP-bound ensembles are superimposed onto the X-ray crystal structure PdbID:2B51 which has 3 UTP molecules bound (one UTP bound to the primary UTP binding site, the other two bound to secondary sites) colored by atom type. The most flexible loop extending between residues 308 and 315 is colored red. Polar water pocket in the vicinity of the UTP binding site. The three water molecules that reside in the polar water pocket are illustrated with purple spheres at the location of the water oxygen atom. UTP atoms are depicted in ball-and-stick representation and colored according to atom names. The MSMS surface representation of neighboring residues is shown colored by residue type: blue-basic, red-acidic, green-polar, white-nonpolar. Water-network responsible for nucleotide specificity of TbRET2. Representative frames of MD trajectories are depicted for each of NTP-bound TbRET2.
TABLE 2
Average RMSD deviations of heavy-atoms of NTP in NTP-bound TbRET2 simulations when the trajectories are aligned with respect to the coordinates of all TbRET2 Cα atoms. The first frame of each MD trajectory is used as the reference frame for RMSD calculations. Standard deviations are also reported.
